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Results 2012 2011 Change
Net interest income 3,439 2,746 25.2%  
Gross income 7,226 6,794 6.4%  
Pre-impairment income 3,489 3,365 3.7%  
Profi t attributable to the Group 135 975 (86.2%) 

Balance sheet
Total assets 359,109 282,406 27.2%  
Equity 24,793 23,202 6.9%  
Total banking business volume 516,240 430,987 19.8%  
  Total customer funds 294,739 248,326 18.7%  
  Loans and advances to customers, gross 221,501 182,661 21.3%  

Effi ciency and profi tability 
Cost-to-income ratio (total operating expenses / gross income) 51.7% 50.5% 1.2  
ROE (attributable profi t / average equity) 0.8% 5.7% (4.9) 
RORWA (net profi t / risk-weighted assets) 0.1% 0.9% (0.8) 

Risk management
NPL ratio 8.69% 4.98% 3.71  
NPL provisions 12,081 5,750 6,331  
NPL coverage ratio 60% 60% 0  
NPL coverage ratio including collateral 142% 137% 5  

Liquidity  53,092 20,948 32,144  

Solvency 
Core Capital - BIS II 10.4% 11.6% (1.2) 
Tier total 14.5% 16.6% (2.1) 
Eligible capital 24,968 25,116 (148) 
Surplus eligible capital 11,238 13,047 (1,809.4) 

Employees
”la Caixa” Group employees 34,128  28,529  5,599 

”la Caixa” Foundation - 2013 budget € million %
Social programs 334  66.8%
Environmental and scientifi c programs 67  13.4%
Cultural programs 64  12.8%
Educational and research programs 35  7.0%
Total 500 100.0%

€ million

[”la Caixa” Group key indicators]
”la Caixa” Group: a dual economic and social dimension
Its fi nancial and investment activities allow the Group to maintain its ultimate objective:
social commitment

Diversifi ed investment 
across strategic sectors

Commitment to our
communities through the 

largest foundation
in Spain

Leading fi nancial group 
in the Spanish market

€500
 ”la Caixa” Foundation, 
with a budget allocation of

million[ [

72.8% 100%
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Isidro Fainé Casas Juan María Nin Génova

We look to the future knowing that we will remain faithful to our values

2012 was a tough year for Spain which faced a severe economic 
crisis, a complex social situation, a series of reforms aimed at 
correcting imbalances and a major restructuring of the financial 
sector which saw the number of financial entities fall from 55 four 
years ago to just 18.

as it has done since its very beginnings, the ”la Caixa” Group 
has successfully adapted to these changes, from new regulatory 
requirements in Spain and europe to the new needs and opportunities 
arising along the way. Yet in doing so we have never once strayed 
from the long-standing values that first inspired francesc moragas to 
found “la Caixa” in 1904. 

We have shored up our foundations in order to continue building a 
project that is more efficient technically, more human, and has an 
even deeper social impact. We do so with a culture of innovation and 
excellence in service, bolstered by our values of leadership, trust and 
social commitment. 

by standing behind these values, we have been able to attain our 
current leadership position and size, in both the financing and the 
investing arenas as well as in society. We have also been able to 
achieve the objectives set out in the Group’s 2011-2014 Strategic 
plan, well ahead of schedule. 

following the integration of banca Cívica and the announcement 
of our acquisition of banco de valencia, Caixabank has locked in its 
leadership position as the largest financial institution in Spain and as 
a benchmark for solvency and liquidity. 

our unique management model, which offers a personalized value 
proposal for each business segment, has gained the trust of over 13 
million customers, one in every four Spanish residents. this success 
clearly illustrates that ”la Caixa”’s way of banking resonates deeply 
with society.

in 2012, Criteria CaixaHolding, the Group’s investment arm holding 
interests in strategic sectors for society, continued to drive the 
growth and development of its investees, by helping them to define 
their future strategies, in coordination with management teams, and 
to carry out their business.

a strong performance in our financing and investing activities 
is, undoubtedly, the best way to ensure that the Group meets its 
ultimate aim: to help support society and our communities. thanks 
to the dividends obtained from Caixabank and Criteria CaixaHolding, 
the “la Caixa”’ foundation’s budget remains strong at €500 million, 
making it the largest private foundation in Spain and one of the most 
important worldwide. 

in the current economic downturn, the Group’s social dividends have 
become even more important for covering recurring social needs and 
for responding to new problems that have a profound impact on the 
most underserved groups.

to that end, the ”la Caixa” foundation had placed priority on 
its struggle against poverty, its support for employment and its 
attempts to ensure accessible housing for all, given that in the 
current economic scenario, these three factors can cause people to 
fall into situations of social exclusion.

at ”la Caixa”, we look to our future as we did in the past: with 
the confidence of having a solid foundation, with the satisfaction 
of participating in a shared social project, and with the serenity of 
living out our benchmark values that continue to set us apart in the 
sector. We look to the future knowing that we will remain faithful 
to our values.
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[ about us]

the social aim of Caja de ahorros y pensiones de barcelona is to 
encourage savings, carry out beneficial social work and invest funds 
in safe and profitable assets that further the common good.

Since its creation more than 100 years ago, the ”la Caixa” Group 
has lived out its strong social commitment, both through its financial 
activities, which are currently carried out by Caixabank, and through 
its foundation, which funds and maintains social, educational, 
cultural and scientific initiatives throughout Spain.

this strong commitment to people and the social context – with the 
aim of making a meaningful contribution to society in general – is 
underpinned by three values that form the cornerstone of the entire 
Group and constitute the key to its management model:

n   Leadership: commitment, integrity, professionalism and teamwork.

n   Trust: of customers and society, earned through a management 
approach that places priority on solvency and provides the highest-
quality service possible.

n   Social commitment: the ultimate goal of its activity.

the Group’s unwavering commitment to a management model that 
is efficient and sustainable over the long term, from an economic, 
environmental and social standpoint, is reflected in Caixabank’s 
inclusion in the leading global sustainability indexes: the dow 
Jones Sustainability index (dJSi), the ftSe4Good and the advanced 
Sustainable performance indices (aSpi).

 

Caja de Ahorros y Pensiones de Barcelona is a financial institution that serves the community. It was 
founded more than 100 years ago with the purpose of fostering savings and investment and making a 
decisive contribution to cover basic social needs. Currently the parent of a leading integrated group, it 
is involved in financial, investment and social activities.
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Group structure

Since June 30, 2011, ”la  Caixa” carries out its financial activity 
indirectly through Caixabank. at december 31, 2012, ”la  Caixa” 
held 72.76% of Caixabank, down from the 81.56% stake owned at 
the end of 2011, primarily reflecting the absorption of banca Cívica 
into Caixabank.

through Criteria CaixaHolding (a solely-owned company), ”la  Caixa” 
guides the Group’s strategy of investing in economic sectors of importance 
for the community, including abertis (transportation and communications 
infrastructure management), Gas natural fenosa (energy distribution), 
aguas de barcelona (water distribution), Saba (car park and logistics park 
management) and Servihabitat xxi (real estate services).

”la Caixa” Foundation  

the Group’s solid structure safeguards its social commitment 
through the ”la  Caixa” foundation, which funds and promotes 
social, educational, cultural and scientific activities throughout 
Spain.

in 2012 and for the fifth consecutive year, the ”la Caixa” foundation 
boasted a budget of €500 million, making it the leading private 
foundation in Spain and one of the largest in the world in terms of 
financial resources.

Book value  €9,190 millionBook value €22,793 million

72.8% 100%

banking and 
insurance Group

international banking 
investees

industrial stakes
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Strategic keys  

in the two years since the Group’s 2011-2014 Strategic plan was approved, 
the Spanish financial system has been almost completely overhauled. 
although the financial and economic scenario has been more complex 
than initially forecast, the active management and efforts put forth in 
the Group, coupled with the integration of other entities, have allowed 
it to meet many of the strategic aims initially set, well ahead of schedule.

”la Caixa” has locked in its position as a leader in the Spanish banking 
system, placing great focus on maintaining its solvency, liquidity and 
profitability while securing its strategic objectives.

looking to 2013-2014, the Group revised its Strategic plan to take 
into account the new financial and structural backdrop. However, the 
”la Caixa” Group holds fast to its long-standing principles of sustainable 
growth and social commitment, namely:

n  placing great priority on safeguarding its reputation and service quality, 
drawing from sound values and business principles.

n  meeting its customers’ expectations and needs.

n  motivating and encouraging the professional development of its 
employees.

based on these guiding principles, ”la Caixa” creates value and continues 
generating resources for reinvestment in our communities through the 
”la Caixa” foundation.   

01.  provide the best possible customer service.

02.  Conduct business in accordance with the highest ethical and good 
governance standards.

03.  maintain its position as Spain’s leading retail bank.

04.  diversify the business toward corporate clients.

05.  prioritize financial strength.

06.  improve risk-adjusted return.

07.  develop leadership and management skills Group-wide.

08.  remain at the forefront of innovation.

09.  move forward in the Group’s international expansion.

10.  Strengthen Criteria CaixaHolding’s role as the Group’s investment arm.

11.  Safeguard the social welfare endeavours of its foundation.

[ The ”la Caixa” Group’s 11 major aims for 2011-2014]
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[ Corporate Governance]

it is governed, run, represented and controlled by the General 
assembly, the board of directors and the Control Committee.

Board of Directors 

	 Chairman		 isidro fainé Casas
 first deputy Chairman   Salvador Gabarró Serra
 Second deputy Chairman   Javier Godó muntañola
 directors eva aurín pardo
  victòria barber Willems
  mª teresa bassons boncompte
  montserrat Cabra martorell
  Josep-delfí Guàrdia Canela
  monika Habsburg lothringen
  francesc Homs ferret
  xavier ibarz alegria
  Juan José lópez burniol
  mario lópez martínez
  mª dolors llobet maria
  estefanía J. martín puente
  miquel noguer planas 
  Justo bienvenido novella martínez
  ana robles Gordaliza
  leopoldo rodés Castañé
  Josep Joan Simon Carreras
  Josep francesc Zaragozà alba

 Secretary (non-director)   alejandro García-bragado dalmau
 deputy Secretary (non-director) Óscar Calderón de oya

Caja de Ahorros y Pensiones de Barcelona is a financial institution providing beneficent community services. 
The entity is overseen by a private board of trustees and is separate from any other company or entity.

the governing bodies comprise representatives of deposit holders, 
founding entities, community-interest institutions, local authorities 
and employees. the management team is made up exclusively of 
professionals from the financial sector.

Control Committee

 Chairman   Josefina Castellví piulachs
 Secretary mª rosa pujol esteve
 members xavier artal morillo
  José daniel barquero Cabrero
  Josep antoni frías molina
  Josep fullana massanet
  Josep magriñà poblet
  enrique Quijano roy
  miquel vives Corona 
Management Committee

 Chairman  isidro fainé Casas
 president and C.e.o. Juan maría nin Génova
 managers marcelino armenter vidal
  Jaume Giró ribas
  Jaime lanaspa Gatnau
  Joaquim vilar barrabeig
  alejandro García-bragado dalmau
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[ 2012 financial information and results]

Results

the Group’s results for 2012 reflect its strong capacity to generate 
recurring earnings, drawing from the solid recurring banking 
income in Caixabank’s profitable retail business (including, as of 
July 1, the business of banca Cívica) and the returns from Criteria 
CaixaHolding’s stakes in industrial and service companies. after 
allowing for considerable provisions and write-downs in order to 
boost the balance sheet health, profit attributable to the Group 
stood at €135 million (down 86.2%).

Consolidated position of leadership in the financial sector thanks to intense commercial activity and 
the incorporation of Banca Cívica, with a significant increase in market share in its main products and 
services.

[ Gross income]
€ million

the most significant features of the Group’s results for 2012 are as follows:

n  Gross income rose by 6.4% compared to 2011, to €7,226 million 
(up 11.6% when stripping out non-recurring income from 
insurance-related transactions in 2011). this high level of income 
was underpinned by the inclusion of banca Cívica, a strong net 
interest income (up 25.2%), higher fees and commissions (up 
10.5%) and income from the investee portfolio (growth of 16.0%). 

2011 2012

7,000

6,000

5,000

4,000

3,000

2,000

1,000

0

6,794 7,226
6.4%
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[operating margin]

n  total operating expenses rose by 9.0% on the strength of a larger 
Group structure following the integration of banca Cívica. these 
expenses were partially offset by sizeable synergies (191% of 
those initially forecast). expenses fell 0.2% when stripping out 
changes in the consolidation scope, thanks to the strict cost 
containment policy and budget streamlining. the cost-to-income 
ratio for the year was 51.7%.

n  pre-impairment income stood at €3,489 million, up 3.7%. When 
stripping out non-recurring income on insurance transactions in 
2011, pre-impairment income grew 14.6%. 

n  impairment losses on financial and other assets climbed 51.5%, 
to €4,056 million. npl allowances totaled €5,607 million and 
were partially offset through the use of €1,807 million from the 
general loan-loss provision. 

n  the income statement caption “Gains/(losses) on the disposal 
of assets and others” reflects a €645 million provision to cover 
real-estate assets held by Servihabitat, thereby meeting all the 

€ million

requirements set out in royal decree law 2/2012 in respect of 
foreclosed property. the Group also recognized the gains on non-
recurring transactions carried out during the year (namely the 
sale and leaseback of branch offices, the reinsurance agreement 
on vidaCaixa’s individual life-risk portfolio, and the sale of the 
depository business).

2011 2012

4,000

3,000

2,000

1,000

0

3,365 3,4893.7%
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A solid capital structure
 
the ”la  Caixa” Group has excellent capital adequacy levels. at 
december 31, 2012, core capital under basel ii stood at 10.4%, with 
surplus capital over the core capital requirement of €11,238 million. 
eligible capital stood at €24,968 million, while risk-weighted assets 
(rWa) totaled €171,630 million. 

the results of the stress tests carried out on the Spanish banking 
system, supervised by the Spanish authorities and the main eu 
institutions, confirm the Group’s solid assets position and cite it as 
one of the most solvent institutions, with a €5,720 million surplus 
capital over the minimum requirement in the adverse scenario 
(december 2014).

Excellent liquidity

the Group’s liquidity, a key strategic factor, stood at €53,092 million. 
liquidity grew by €32,144 million with respect to 2011, thanks to 
careful proactive management of funding sources, geared towards 
optimizing liquid on-balance sheet assets, boosting the borrowing 
structuring and reducing reliance on wholesale markets.

[ [10.4%
Excellent solvency

Core Capital 
(Basel II) 

60,000

50,000

40,000

30,000

20,000

10,000

2010 2011 2012

€ million

19,638 

53,092

[ liquidity]

20,948 
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A unique approach to risk management

the Group’s sustained ability to generate earnings, coupled with the 
integration of banca Cívica, allowed it to recognize write-downs and 
provisions totaling €11,058 million in 2012.

total provisions stood at €6,508 million. of this figure, €4,281 million 
relate to the measures adopted by the Spanish government (rdl 
2/2012 and rdl 18/2012): €3,636 million to clean up realestate 
developer risk and €645 million for real estate assets acquired in lieu 
of debts. the remaining €2,227 million relate to npl provisions and 
other allowances.

the Group has also made valuation adjustments of €4,550 million 
against equity, to bring banca Cívica’s loan and property portfolios into 
line with their fair value, up to a total of €11,058 million.

the major provisioning efforts have enabled the entity to meet 88% of 
the requirements set out in royal decree laws 2/2012 and 18/2012, 
with €902 million pending covered in the first quarter of 2013.

the npl ratio (8.69%) is well below the sector average (10.44%, 
following transfer of distressed assets of nationalized banks to the 
Sareb). ”la  Caixa” Group’s npl ratio, stripping out the real-estate 
development segment, stands at 4.01%.

npl provisions rose to €12,081 million, with coverage of 60% (142% 
with mortgage collateral).

the net value of foreclosed real estate for sale stood at €7,145 million 
at december 31, 2012, with a coverage ratio of 48%. the coverage 
ratio for foreclosed land was 61%.

ASSET QUALITY 2012

Controlled NPL ratio

”la Caixa” Group 8.69%

Sector 10.44%

High coverage levels

npl coverage ratio 60%

foreclosed real-estate assets coverage ratio 48%
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[ banking: Caixabank]

Caixabank is the number one bank in Spain in terms of asset volume 
(€348,294 million) and, with 12.9 million customers, is at the 
forefront of the Spanish retail banking sector. 

the entity is a benchmark for liquidity (15.2% of assets) and 
capital adequacy (biS ii core capital Car of 11%), and has a 

CaixaBank’s strategic actions are based on leadership, trust and social commitment, striving to create 
value in the short, medium and long term for its stakeholders –customers, shareholders and employees– 
while contributing to local social and economic development.

proven earnings capacity (pre-impairment income of €3,171 
million in 2012).

Caixabank also stands out among its sector peers for its commitment, 
sustainability, and the value it contributes to stakeholders: 

n  Customers: the entity strives to offer top-quality service based 
on personal attention and a wide range of products and services. 
With this goal in mind, Caixabank holds itself to the highest 
industry standards, fostering confidence, close ties with customers, 
efficiency and ongoing improvements. in 2012, average customer 
satisfaction, on a scale from 1 to 10, came in at a strong 8.2. 

n  Shareholders: Caixabank offers attractive returns (€0.23 per 
share, above the sector average) and has pledged the greatest 
transparency in respect of all shareholder dealings.

n  Employees: Caixabank fosters a corporate culture based on 
ongoing improvements. it supports the development of its 
teams through training opportunities, innovation and internal 
communication. in 2012, Caixabank was awarded the equality 
Seal from the ministry of Health, Social Services and equality, in 
recognition of its commitment to equality and a healthy work/life 
balance.

n  Community: Caixabank supports and participates in the ”la Caixa” 
foundation’s programs. Caixabank also owns and operates 
microbank, a social-minded microlending institution (over 169,000 
microloans granted since 2007), and, among other initiatives, 
supports viable enterprising projects through its venture capital 
managers (€73 million in available funds), the emprendedorxxi 
award and several start-up support programs. 
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Shared value creation

Caixabank seeks long-term sustainability, creating value for its 
stakeholders through a specialized and personalized business model 
based on innovation, local connections and a strong commercial 
capacity. in 2012, Caixabank earned the efQm excellence award (+500) 
for its service vocation, among other qualities.

Value proposal

Caixabank’s universal banking model is underpinned by personalized, 
proximity-based quality services tailored to the needs of its 12.9 
million customers. the model is supported by the work of over 
32,625 professionals, by the Spanish banking system’s most extensive 
network (featuring 6,342 branch offices and 9,696 atms), and by 
the entity’s leading multi-channel customer service model.

in 2012, Caixabank shored up its leadership in almost all specialized 
segments, drawing from an intense commercial activity and the 
incorporation of banca Cívica’s business. the bank boasts market 
shares of around 15% and ranks number one in terms of the key 
retail banking products. Caixabank is also the top online bank, 
through línea abierta (8.1 million customers and a market share of 
33.7%, according to nielsen net ratings) and a leader in electronic 
banking (12.8 million cards). 

Caixabank channels its insurance and pension plan business through 
vidaCaixa Group, whose life insurance and pension plan company, 
vidaCaixa, tops the Spanish market with 3 million individual 
customers and managed assets of over €43,000 million. Since 2009, 
vidaCaixa manages all its investments in accordance with the united 
nations principles for responsible investment.

direct paycheck deposits 

direct pension deposits 

Card turnover 

poS terminal turnover

life-savings insurance 

demand deposits 

demand + term deposits (private resident sector) 

SnCe (national electronic settlement system) 

mortgages

loans to the private resident sector

pension plans (individual and guaranteed) 

Commercial loans

mutual funds

factoring + reverse factoring 

20.3% 

19.6% 

20.9% 

23.8% 

19.1% 

14.4%

13.5% 

15.2% 

14.9% 

14.5% 

16.9% 

14.6% 

14.0% 

 18.2% 

	

(*) data to december 2012. 1st 2nd 3rd

[ making the difference: clear leadership in the majority of retail products]
Market shares and ranking*
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Caixabank offers customized value schemes for each business 
segment. in each business line, highly-trained specialized 
professionals provide customers with a portfolio of financial and 
non-financial solutions tailored to their needs.

Retail banking
With almost 12.1 million customers and close to €200,000 million 
in assets under management, retail banking accounts for 43% of 
Caixabank’s business volume.

Personal banking
in 2012, Caixabank consolidated its position as Spain’s leading 
entity in this segment, managing funds and securities worth almost 
€83,400 million.

Private banking
Caixabank is the market leader in Spain’s high net worth segment, 
boasting a market share of nearly 12.5% and a highly-specialized 
team of more than 350 managers offering personalized solutions for 
each customer.

SME banking
to assist small and medium-sized enterprises, the main driver of 
the Spanish business fabric, Caixabank deploys 682 managers at 
466 specialized branches, securing a market share of 45.1% and a 
business volume of more than €18,000 million.

[ Specialized business model]

Business banking
With a proprietary network of 84 business centers and 604 specialized 
advisors, Caixabank meets the needs of 38,826 business customers 
(a 56.4% market share).

Corporate banking
to meet the needs of major corporations, Caixabank operates three 
large specialized centers working with firms in Spain and other 
countries, catering for 70% of the potential market.

Total: 12.9 million customers

Individual Banking
(foundations)

Individuals
Range of assets

under management
Ranges in € million

Companies
Range of
turnover

Personal
0.1

High Net Worth
10

Corporate
200

SME
1

Private
0.5

Business
9

[ [The renowed publication 
Euromoney named CaixaBank 
Best Bank in Spain 2012
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[ Specialized business model] International diversification and new opportunities

Caixabank maintains strategic holdings in five major banking groups 
operating in Central and eastern europe, China and mexico. these 
holdings allow the bank to offer shareholders and investors preferen-
tial access to new business opportunities in high-growth regions with 
a balanced risk profile.
 
n  the bank of east asia (16.4%)
n  banco bpi (46.2%)
n  boursorama (20.7%)
n  Grupo inbursa (20.0%) 
n  erste Group bank (9.9%) 

these financial groups, whose combined assets exceed €350,000 
million, also help Caixabank customers conduct their commercial 
business abroad. in addition, Caixabank maintains a proprietary 
network of 16 branch offices in a number of countries, through 

which it accompanies and provides specialized supports customers 
in their trade dealings outside Spain. the bank intends to open two 
new branches in algiers (algeria) and bogotá (Colombia) in 2013.

Diversification of earnings

Caixabank holds relevant stakes in repsol (12.5%) and telefónica 
(5.6%), two of the top Spanish companies in terms of market capitali-
zation and earnings capacity.

both companies, leaders in their respective sectors, are highly in-
ternational, boast a sound growth and value generation capacity, 
and stand firmly behind their commitments to maintain attractive 
shareholder remuneration as their management focus. Caixabank’s 
stakes in the share capital of repsol and telefónica help diversify 
the sources of the bank’s earnings.
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[investee portfolio: Criteria CaixaHolding]

Gas Natural (35%) 

Gas natural fenosa is a leading multinational 
company in the gas and electricity sector, 
operating in 25 countries, serving 20 million 
customers and generating installed capacity of 
15.45 GW.

today, Gas natural fenosa is the largest 
integrated gas and electricity company in 
Spain and latin america, leading the natural 
gas supply market in the iberian peninsula and 
serving as the biggest distributor of natural 
gas in latin america. the company is also 
a benchmark operator in liquid natural gas 
(lnG) and natural gas from the atlantic and 
mediterranean basin. Gas natural fenosa has 
over €46,000 million in total assets.

Criteria CaixaHolding is the ”la Caixa” Group’s investment company, with shareholdings in strategic 
sectors such as energy, infrastructure, services and real estate. Criteria CaixaHolding seeks to create 
value by actively managing its portfolio of investments. 

Abertis (22.6%) 

abertis has become a world leader in the 
motorway management sector following the 
acquisition of the assets of oHl in brazil and 
Chile in december 2012. abertis operates 
over 7,300 km of toll roads and boasts total 
assets in excess of €29,000 million.

in recent years, abertis has further diversified 
its operations, both geographically and in 
terms of business sectors, in motorways, 
telecommunications and airports. in 2013, the 
company expects to generate more than 60% 
of its ebitda outside Spain.

Aguas de Barcelona (24.1%)

aguas de barcelona (agbar) is an 
international benchmark operator in water 
and environmental services. With a total 
asset volume of close to €5,750 million, it is 
the leading private operator in the Spanish 
urban water management sector, supplying 
water to over 1,000 towns and cities. 

agbar provides services to around 26 million 
people in Spain, Chile, the united kingdom, 
Colombia, algeria, Cuba, mexico, peru, brazil, 
turkey and the united States.
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Saba Infraestructuras (50.1%)

Saba infraestructuras is a benchmark operator 
in the car parks and logistics parks sector.
Saba is the leading car park operator in 
Spain and one of the largest in europe, with 
195 car parks and 130,000 parking spaces. 
it has operations in more than 79 cities and 
towns in Spain, italy, Chile, portugal, france 
and andorra. in addition, through its logistics 
business, covering 661 hectares, Saba 
promotes, develops, designs, manages and 
operates logistics parks in Spain, portugal, 
Chile and france. 

 
Mediterránea Beach (100%)

mediterránea beach & Golf Community 
owns several assets adjacent to portaventura, 
the number-one amusement park in Spain, 
including three golf courses, developed land 
for residential and commercial use and a 
beach club.

Vithas  (20.0%)

vithas is the new name of the private hospital 
group that presently owns 10 hospitals and a 
supply platform (plazaSalud24). its hospitals 
treat patients covered by all healthcare 
insurers and mutual accident insurance 
schemes, private patients, and cases handled 
in conjunction with the national healthcare 
system. vithas hospitals are benchmark 
institutions in their respective areas of 
influence in 10 different Spanish provinces.

 
 
 
Servihabitat (100%)

Servihabitat is a real estate services company 
operating under the ”la  Caixa” Group 
umbrella. the company is involved in all 
phases of the real estate cycle, from the 
purchase or investment in property (through 
auctions, direct investments or the granting 
of assets in lieu of debt repayment) to sales 
or leasing, including the development 
and transformation, management and 
administration of these assets.
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the foundation’s unwavering commitment and mission is to apply 
part of the banking group’s financial profits to social programs 
serving those in need.

in 2012, xavi Hernández, fC barcelona and Spanish national soccer 
team member and príncipe de asturias award recipient, became an 
ambassador for the ”la Caixa” foundation’s social and community 
programs and values.

[Welfare projects]
The ”la Caixa” Foundation stands firmly behind its commitment to disadvantaged persons and groups, 
earmarking, for the fifth consecutive year, a total of €500 million for its community efforts. The effects 
of today’s difficult economic scenario on the most vulnerable sectors of our communities make it more 
necessary than ever to safeguard the values and principles at the heart of ”la Caixa” for over a century.

2012 budget

the breakdown of spending under the 2012 budget was as follows: 
€233.5 million for social programs; €42.8 million for scientific and 
environmental undertakings; €52.6 million for cultural initiatives; and 
€32.1 million for educational and research projects.
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Social programs

the effects of the deep economic downturn on specific population 
groups have shed light on priority areas for the foundation’s future, 
allowing it to establish preventative measures and to design specific 
actions for the most affected segments of society. the foundation 
aims to create employment opportunities for vulnerable groups, 
helping to fight against marginalization and social exclusion - 
especially with respect to child poverty - and to facilitate access to 
housing. assistance for underserved groups such as the elderly, by 
promoting active and healthy aging, or those suffering advanced 
stages of illness, has also guided the ”la Caixa” foundation’s efforts 
in 2012.

in 2012, 10,504 people secured jobs through the incorpora program, 
bringing the total number of employment opportunities generated 
by the foundation to 53,133 in over 22,000 companies since 2006. 

in 2012, Caixaproinfancia, the foundation’s program to assist 
impoverished and marginalized children, provided €46 million in 
aid for families undergoing financial difficulties. Since 2007, the 
foundation has earmarked €295 million to break the cycle of poverty 
in Spain, helping 204,000 children and their families. 

in order to guarantee access to housing to individuals in difficulty, 
the affordable Housing program was launched in 2004. under the 
program, the institution has made 4,000 homes throughout Spain 
available to young people, the elderly and families, at rental prices 
below those of government-sponsored housing. in addition, through 
the Solidarity renting program, the foundation offers more than 
4,000 apartments throughout Spain to low-income individuals, at 
a monthly rent of between €85 and €150. in 2012, the foundation 
also focused its efforts on support for active aging and the full 
integration of the elderly into society (through the new Gente 3.0 
project, promoting 12,903 activities for 636,911 end users and 
beneficiaries), care for persons with advanced illnesses and their 

family members (37,967 patients and 58,102 relatives since the 
launch of the program); the reincorporation of inmates into society 
and the job market during the latter stages of their jail sentences, 
support for and promotion of volunteering, and strengthening social 
cohesion through the intercultural Community intervention program.

one highlight of the foundation’s actions in 2012 was the 
inauguration of espacioCaixa palau macaya in barcelona. the 
landmark modernist building was designed by puig i Cadafalch to be 
a benchmark learning center for economic, social and environmental 
sustainability and the furthering of knowledge, as essential elements 
driving social well-being and progress. 
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Science, research and environmental programs

in the area of research, the ”la  Caixa” foundation continues to 
promote the advancement of learning through university studies 
(recerCaixa program), as well as regarding aidS (irsiCaixa), cancer 
(the ”la Caixa” molecular therapy unit at the vall d’Hebron Hospital), 
endoscopic surgery (Centro Wider) and neurodegenerative illnesses 
(along with the CSiC as part of the barcelonabeta project) and 
cardiovascular diseases (CniC), among others.

the preservation of natural Spaces and Social reinsertion program 
contributed to ecosystem improvement while at the same time 
prioritizing the hiring of persons at risk of exclusion. in 2012, a total 
of 1,600 people benefited from the program, bringing the number 
of beneficiaries since 2005 to 9,761.

Educational programs

in 2012, the foundation’s decisive support for learning was borne out 
through eduCaixa, a platform of educational activities, proposals and 
resources offered to the entire educational community. in total, activities 
in and around this network benefited 1,130,220 beneficiaries. of this 
figure, 878,043 users benefited from existing programs and activities, 
while 252,177 students and teachers found resources and other 
assistance through the online activities on the eduCaixa portal. these 
activities span all educational levels and include excellence in learning 
programs at top-tier universities. in 2012, the ”la Caixa” foundation 
granted 277 scholarships totaling €15,258,000. Specifically, the 
foundation offered 100 scholarships for graduate studies at Spanish 
universities, 122 study abroad grants, 40 new scholarships for doctoral 
students in biomedicine at four world-class national universities, and 15 
grants to study journalism. Since 1982, the foundation has provided 
3,760 students the opportunity to complete high-level studies.

in 2012, two new volumes (volumes 34 and 35) of the Social Studies 
Collection were published, namely “the transition from Youth to 
adulthood - economic Crisis and a delay in achieving financial 
independence”, and “the Crisis and the Social divide in europe - Causes 
and effects in Spain”.
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Cultural programs

Sharing culture as a tool for personal growth is another cornerstone 
of the foundation’s efforts. in this area, and as part of its policy of 
establishing broad partnerships with the world’s top institutions, in 
2012 ”la Caixa” renewed its agreement with the louvre museum 
and signed a new agreement with the Joan miró foundation, while 
continuing the existing agreements with the prado museum and the 
barcelona museum of Contemporary art. Caixaforum barcelona 
celebrated its tenth anniversary by topping its record number of 
visitors (971,101) and hosting new exhibitions such as the Goya 
showcase, luces y sombras, and delacroix, as well as the William 
blake, the art of piranesi and the russian ballets of diaghilev.

the foundation also sponsored concerts such as el mesías and the 
Grandes Coros de Ópera opera program, as well as conferences 
and humanities seminars (featuring distinguished speakers such as 
Joseph Stiglitz, peter Higgs and Jane Goodall), and supported social-
minded cultural undertakings.

in 2012, a total of 2,425,228 visitors attended events and programs 
at the Caixaforum centers, while 1,087,884 people visited the 
CosmoCaixa Science museums. the foundation has designed all 
these spaces and events in order to teach, inform and inspire groups 
of all ages and educational backgrounds.
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Commitment and a close relationship

to live out its commitment to society, ”la Caixa” continually strives to 
bring forth activities and programs in line with its guiding principles. 
the gradual expansion of its financial activity throughout the country 
has given rise to certain synergies and has allowed the ”la Caixa” 
branch network to help carry out the work of the bank’s foundation. 
these offices serve as vehicles for equally distributing resources, with 
the offices, regional management areas and business areas receiving 
and managing a portion of the foundation’s budget. in 2012, this 
decentralized social welfare structure oversaw a total of €25 million 
in assistance, 6.9% of the foundation’s budgeted expenditure. this 
amount funded 20,690 different activities, estimated to have directly 
affected over 620,700 beneficiaries.

one of the largest assets driving the foundation’s work is the support 
and enthusiasm of ”la  Caixa” Group employees, who volunteer 
across all social support areas and programs. the foundation 
operates a benchmark pioneering program to organize volunteers. 

in 2012, the 40 existing volunteer organizations and their 4,584 
members arranged 2,058 activities, benefiting an estimated 127,619 
users. one of the key volunteering events in 2012 was the Second 
volunteer day, featuring a soccer tournament played simultaneously 
in 27 towns and cities throughout Spain. the over 100 co-ed teams 
playing in the tournament comprised 2,775 boys and girls at risk 
of social exclusion and benefitting from Caixaproinfancia programs, 
together with children of ”la Caixa” employees. 

other major corporate volunteering events included the toy donation 
campaigns and the food drive, which in 2012 tripled the volume 
collected the previous year, reaching 4,821 tons of basic foodstuffs.

in addition to current and retired ”la  Caixa” employees, at-large 
participants from major volunteer networks supported programs 
serving the elderly, such as Gente 3.0, programs to aid persons with 
advanced illnesses and efforts in the international area. 

perhaps one of the most visible and wide-reaching volunteer 
opportunities is the Gente 3.0 program, the activities of which 
benefited 401,839 people in 2012. elderly individuals participating 
in this program to support active and healthy aging served 63% of 
all users and beneficiaries of the program activities.
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